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Cable/Broadcast
National
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Television
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Ownership'

Rules
Limit

Voided,

Threatened

By Court
Decisiion
By:HarryF.Cole

T n a decisiop likely to have strong repercussionsat alllevels, the U.$. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit handedIthe FCC a double whammy in February, ordering the CommiSsion (I) to throw out its cable/broadcastcrossownership rulel and (2) to reconsider whether there is any reason to retain e~isting national ownership

25% of the national television audience or up to 12 stations
total regardlessof their audience reach. That standard remained in place from 1984 unti11996, when Congress directed
the Commission to ditch the 12-station limit and raise to 35%
the cap on audience reach. That is where the limit has stood
since.

limits on televjsion stations. The decision,
titled Fox TeleVision Stations, Inv. v. FCC
"The cable/broadcast
The Cable/Broadcast
~Will almost certainly lead to
h.
I
Cross-Ownership
Rule
Th e C OmmlSSIOn
..
has
tior d ecades proh .Ib (No.
OO-1222)
fu rt her
..cross-owners
In
consoI I.. anon of mass med la
mter1"' ru e
ests across the country.
is history,
and while
ited common ownership of a cable televithe 35% audiencesion system and a television broadcast sta...tion
in the same market. The FCC has also
The National rrelevision
reach cap IS stdl m
prohibited ownership of a cable system by
Ownership L~mit
place,
its future
is
a television network. However, that latter
Historically, tl)e number offu\\-service TV
certainly
clouded
after
p.rohibition was ~ep.ealedin 1~92. At that
stations whichl anyone person or entity can
time, the COmmISSIOn
determmed that
control has betn severely limited. For decthe Court's
decision.
"
there was no longer any valid justification
ades the maximum number of TV stations
for retaining the c!Jcble/broadcast
crossyou could owq was three, then seven. In
-ownership
rule, but since that rule had
1984, the Co~ mission increased the numbeen mandated by Congress in 1984, in 1992 the Commission
ber to 12, but ith the understanding that, by 1990, that cap
did not believe that it had the authority to throw the rule out;
would be repe led and the sky would be the limit thereafter.
instead, the Commission recommended that Congress repeal
However, Coqgress stepped in at that point and blocked the
its earlier instructions. Congress did just that in 1996, but in
repeal. The F~C then adopted a dual standard -you could
so
doing Congress did not insist that the Commission repeal
own stations ..yhich in the aggregate reached no more than
the cable/broadcastcross-ownership rules.
The Biennial Review Requirement
In 1996, Congress also enacted a provision requiring the FCC
to review all of its ownership rules on a biennial basis and
repeal or modify them unless the Commission finds that they
"remain necessaryin the public interest". The cable/broadcast
cross-ownership rule and the cap on television ownership
were among the rules reviewed by the Commission in 1998.
After that review, the Commission declined to repeal either of
the two, a decision which led to the recent ruling.
The Court's Decision
The Court concluded that the FCC had not adequately explained why the national television ownership cap was neces(Continuedonpage 12)
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Y'o Ito, ];'0Ita, II pirllte Slift for me. ..
Court cnecfares ~fe
cnis'iuafif~inB
~ormer
C)?irates
'c:::from ~'c:::f£1'\.Ownersnip
'CYo cne CUnconstitutionaf
Arghhh, Mateys, JudgesKeelhaul "Once-A-Pirate-Always-A-Pirate
,. Rule
~
l!J

he onoe-a-pirate-always-a-pirate
eral court found the prohibition

approach to low power radio licensing walked the gangplank this month when a fed.
against licensing former unlicensed microbroadcasters unconstitutional.

As you may recall, the Radio Broadcasting Preservation Act enacted by Congress in 2000 pennanently barred anyone who
ever "engagediin any manner in the unlicensed operation of any broadcast station from obtaining a low-power FM radio license." The Commission had originally indicated that it would consider, in assessingan LPFM applicant's character qualifications, whether or not the applicant had ever operated a "pirate" (i. e., unlicensed) radio station. Congress, however, apparently thought that such a case-by-caseapproach was not enough, so it ordered to Commission to treat any history of pirate
broadcasting ~s absolutely disqualifying.
In its decisionlin Ruggiero v. FCC, the United StatesCourt of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit found that absolute
bar to be an u ~ustified "draconian sanction for broad ast piracy" that violates the
speechand eq al protection
,'"':
clausesof the irst and Fifth
Amendments, respectively.
The Court fou d the character qualificati ns provision so
poorly aimed t achieving
Congress'sall ged goal of
maximizing ture compliance with bro dcast laws and
regulations th t it raised a
suspicion that perhaps ConL
I gress'strue o .ective was not
-to increase re ulatory compliance, but to p nalize the microbroadcasters' mess e -especially since many
pirates violat d licensing requirements
becausethey uestioned the constitutionality of the n -defunct microbroadcasting ban and v ewed their piracy as nothing
more than civ I disobedience.
The Court sai that it could not sanction
an automatic nd permanent restriction on
an unlicensed broadcaster's future lawful
speechwith
explanation from the FCC
as to why a p rate broadcaster's misdeeds
warrant a pen Ity so much more severe
than past mis onduct of other applicants.
The provisio bans low-power license applications onl from broadcasterswho
have operate without a license, leaving
the Commiss on free to evaluate applications from an one else under its preexisting, more pe issive character qualifications policy. As a result, civil wrongdoers, felons (i cluding murderers), and even

regulatory violators other than pirates can
apply for LPFM licenses.
The Court tossed the matter
back to the FCC for another
try at a "carefully aimed"
~ licensing restriction under
the Commission's general
character qualifications pol-
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LPFM had been touted as an
Vincent
J. Curtis,
Jr.
affordable way for small
Co-Editors
organizations to bring their
H.o\vard M. Weiss
messages to airwaves domiHarry F. Cole
nated by a few major players. All LPFM
applicants must be local noncommercial
Contributing
Writers
educational entities; many are churches or
Ann Bavender, Harry F. Cole,
schools. According to the FCC's database,
Vincent Curtis, Anne Goodwin Crump,
3,381 LPFM applications have been acR.J. Quianzon, Alison Shapiro
cepted for filing. However, the Ruggiero
and Liliana Ward
decision brings LPFM application processing to a screeching halt. For those
Memorandunr to Clielrts is
whose applications remain pending, the
oublished olr a regular basis by
1Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, P.L.C.
remand of the rule to the FCC likely
means major-league delay. For full seras a service to its clients. This
vice station licensees, the court's decision
publication contains general legal
I information which is Irot ilrtelrded to
provides a hiatus from concerns that a
plethora of low-power stations could cause Dedeemed legal advice. Readers
chaos in the radio spectrum.
None of this means that the court endorses
pirates' tactics. In fact, the same court issued an opinion on the same day as
Ruggiero rejecting a First Amendment
challenge of the Commission's former ban
on microbroadcast stations that resulted in
(Continuedonpoge 3)
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By: Ann Bavender

have an assignment or transfer application
has been "flagged" by the Commission and, as
eemingly stuck forever on the backburner of
mission office, take heart: the possibility of
t has returned.

been pending
year.

Now

for over a

that this initial

processingthe deadline
passed,
staff has has
been freed to focus on the next
batch of applications.
as of November

8,2001,

For "flagged"

applications

had been pending

which,

for over six

For the I t several years the Commission has engaged months, the staff must forward draft decisions to the full
by May
8,2002.
Subsequently,
the staff
in the so ewhat controversial practice of"flagging" cer- Commission
on all "flagged"
applicatain assi nment or transfer applications when the FCC's must forward draft decisions
staff det rmines that the change in ownership proposed tions within six months of their being filed.
in the ap lication might have undesirable effects on
Of course, these deadlines for draft decisions merely
market c mpetition. A major problem with the
"flaggin " process has been the fact that the Commisforce the staff to start the processing process. It's up to
the full FCC to approve the draft decisions and grant the
sion has ot developed and articulated any consistent
applications. No timetable has been set for full Commeans t determine whether any particular applicant
mission review of the draft orders. But at least it apmight 9 t flagged. More importantly, the Commission
hasn't d veloped any processesfor resolving such con- pears that "flagged" applications are being looked at
cerns an moving the subject applications along toward and, to some degree, moved through the process a grant. The result has been that "flagged" applications which is more than could have been said six months ago.
have ten ed to be put off to the side, left to gather dust
and put own roots for months and years without agency If you would like to obtain additional information regarding the competition issues which can delay the procaction.
essing of assignment and transfer applications,

I

please

Last No ember, the FCC established a schedule for staff contact the FHH attorney with whom you normally
processi g of pending "flagged" applications. The new work or the author at (703) 812-0438 or bavenschedul called for the staff to forward to the full Com- der@fhhlaw.com.
?
mission no later than February 6, 2002, a draft decision
for each application which, as of November 8,2001, had
--

1-:::(Conlinued
frompage2)
j an $ I 1,000 fine against pirate broadcaster
Jerry Szoka. In that case, Grid Radio v.
FCC, the pirate could have petitioned for a
rulemaking or requested a waiver of the
micrbroadcasting ban but did not.

pirate station between 1996 and 2000.
The lessons which can be gleaned from this flurry of

LPFM-related activity are several. First, folks who have
previously operated pirate radio stations cannot be absolutely barred from obtaining LPFM authorizations solely
becauseof their past piracy. Second, notwithstanding
The Co mission also issued a decision the same day as that move toward leniency, pirate operations -i.e.,
Ruggie o and Grid in which it upheld the FCC staffs
broadcasting unauthorized by the FCC -are still illegal
denial f a request for special temporary authorization
and will still get you in trouble. Third, the FCC is still
("ST A ' to operate an unlicensed FM broadcast station
not ready to authorize low power FM service through
and re med as unacceptable for filing an application for some STA mechanism. And fourth, the long-pending
a FM n ncommercial educational construction permit.
advent of waves and waves ofnew LPFM stations is
In the c se of Leslie D. Brewer, the STA request was
likely to remain pending for a while longer as the Comdenied ecauseit failed to show that a prerequisite exmission sifts through the Court's decisions and attempts
ception I situation existed or that the public interest
to react to them.
would e served. The construction permit application
-,.,
was rej cted becausethe channel in the application is
If you would like more mformatlon on these recenl
not all ted to the desired community, which was the
LPFM decisions, please C(lntact the FHH
~-- attomf'V
--~J with !
same c mmunity in which the applicant had operated a whom you normally work

I I ~.~~

I
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FCC PREPA~ES TO REVOKE
FM LICENS~S
n a recen~y released Order, the FCC announced ~at it is seeking to revoke
four FM broad~ast licenses and several
associated~lator
licenses held by a
broadcaster wUo refused to obey FCC
orders. The brpadcaster had been operating translatof stations as fill-in transmitters for its ~ain FM stations, even
though they a~parently weren't really
"fill-in" transl*tors and the Commission' s rules prt>hibited the licensee from
operating the otherwise. Since 1995 the

T

l

Commission
d been aware of this, er, problem, and had t ken very clear and unequivocal
steps to bring he licensee into compliance. In particular,
the Commissi n refused to grant renewals for the translators
in question u ess the licensee sold them to an
unrelated enti y in order to bring their operation into corn liance. The licensee did file for
approval of a assignment, and that approval
was granted
but the licensee never got
around to sell ng the stations. The Commission
then declared hat, since the renewals had been
conditioned o sale of the stations, and since
the sale hadn' occurred, the licenses had not
been renewe and should be deemed to have
expired. In o her words, the licensee had no
authority to c ntinue to operate the translators.
Still, the bro
mind, the lic
Commission'
seven (count
changed. So
for illegally
show that it r
has also desi
(apparently 1
hearing.

caster continued to use the translators. Bear in
see's rule violations had been brought to the
attention no later than 1995, and yet in 2002,
em, seven) years later, the situation had not
ow the FCC has fined the broadcaster $140,000
ntinuing operations of the translators. And to
ally, really means business this time, the FCC
nated the licensee's other full-service and
gitimate) translator licenses for a revocation

'
I

This situatio~ provides a number of lessons. First and most
obvious, the Fcc's prohibition against full power FM operators controll t.g FM translators that extend beyond their pro-

tected conto r is still in effect and subject to enforcement.
Under Secti n 74. 1232(d) of the rules, licensees of full power
FM stations re not permitted to operate translators which
carry the sa e signal as their full power station outside of the
protected co tour of the full power station. In addition, FCC
rules prohib numerous other parties, such as family members, emplo ees and business associatesfrom operating translators that e tend the signal of a full power station owned by
a family me ber, associate,etc. All clients should be familiar with this rule and should take careful steps to assurecompliance wit it.

February,
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The second lesson, which may not be so obvious, is that
-the
FCC's enforcement processes can and often do move very, very slowly. Here, what
appears to be an open-and-shut violation
of the rules has been known to the
Commission for some seven years,
and yet the violation continues to this
day. It will be interesting to see
I how, and when, this long-running
/ struggle between regulator and regulatee finally gets resolved.
CROSSED LINES EQUAL
FCC FINES
As a general rule, most broadcasters operate under the assumption that callers to the studio realize their call may be broadcast. However, that
assumption may not always be valid, and a mistake can result
in a fine as in the recent case of an FM station. A caller to the studio believed that she
was calling the father of an acquaintance.
The on-air personality thought that the ini coming call was a prank call and played
i along, pretending to be the father of the ac-

I
i

quaintance. The conversation was taped and
rebroadcast -and, 10 and behold, the caller
found out and complained to the FCC.
In response, the licensee claimed that its announcer told the caller twice that she had reached a radio station, but it's not clear exactly how or when in the conversation the announcer made that disclosure."
The FCC fined the station $4,000 for violating Section
73.1206, which prohibits the recording and broadcast oftelephone conversations without the caller's consent. The licensee argued that this situation fell within the exception, explicitly included in the rule, which permits such taping and
broadcast when the caller may be presumed to have consented. According to the rule, such consent may be presumed
when the caller originates the call and "it is obvious that [the
call] is in connection with a program in which the station customarily broadcasts telephone conversations."
Since the
caller had in fact initiated the call, and since the program was
a talk show which apparently did put call-ins on the air, the
licensee' s argument looked pretty good.
But the Commission determined that, notwithstanding those
considerations, the announcer should have recognized that
the caller didn't realize that the conversation might be broadcast. The moral here is that, even when a caller initiates a
call to the station, station personnel cannot necessarily presume that the caller has consented to taping and rebroadcast
of the call. Rather, station staff must apparently be sensitive
to indications that the caller may not in fact be aware that the
possibility exists that the call is being taped and might be
(Continuedonpage 5)
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Commission
Contemplates
Accommodating
Non-Coms in Commercial
Context
By:HarryF.Cole

]

Is till Struggli g to fix a major hole
punched in ts broadcast auction processesby a U.S. Court of Appeals decision
last summer, th Commission has issued
a Second Furth~r Notice ofProposed

commercial applicants cannot apply for
"reserved" (or "non-commercial") channels, non-commercial applicants are permitted to apply for "non-reserved"
"commercial" channels.

Rulemaking ("$econd NPRM") seeking
i comment on h~w to deal with noncom; mercial applic~ts seeking "nonreserved", or c~mmercial, broadcast
channels. HO~ Ver, the range of options
which the FCC suggestsare under consideration refle ts the difficulty of the
Commission's ituation.

The practical problem arose in each
case-and there were already many such
casespending when Congressgave the
go-ahead on auctions -where the field of
competitors for a given commercial channel included both commercial and noncommercial applicants.

I In

,

Page

~~

cc~:

..",-

..permit

In 2000 the Commission tried to solve
this conundrum the easy way, by declar '.
ing that non-commercial applicants could
compete for "commercial" "non1--~-'-:.
reserved" channels by bidding and payIng
should
not be
non-commerc ~.1 applicants
for them, just like everybody else. Needrequired
to pa
for any authorization.
While no doub well-intended, that provi- less to say, that approach did not go down
sion proved di Icult, if not impossible, to smoothly with the non-commercial universe, which promptly appealed.
implement in 1 ght of the fact that, while

1997, when j:.-ongress first gave the
FCC the green ~ight to dole out broadcast
authorizations ~y means of an auction
Drocess, Congr~ss was very clear that

(Continuedfrompage 4)
broadcast. And where such indications are
present, consent to rebroadcast cannot be
presumed.
I

FCC

INDECENCY

STILL

5

~

Last summer the court agreed with the
appellants. As we discussed in these
pages last October, the court held that
Congress was very clear that NCE applicants should not be required to pay anything, so the FCC could not try to force
them to pay.
In the Second NPRM, the Commission
asks for comment on three options for
cutting through this knot. According to
the FCC, it could:
.hold NCE entities ineligible for nonreserved channels; or
NCE entities opportunities to
acquire licenses for non-reserved
channels when no commercial
entities apply for them; or
.provide NCE entities opportunities
to reserve additional FM and TV
channels.
(Continued

on page I I)

What is particularly aggravating about this decision is that,
while the Commission's decision included extensive transcripts from the programs which were ,deemedto be
"indecent", it provided virtually no detailed description, much
less any transcript, of the material which the Commission concluded was not "indecent". As a result, we are again left in
the dark about where the line between decent and indecent
might be found.

UNPREDICTABLE
Last month's dition of this column contained an extensive
discussion of he FCC's indecency standard and its arbitrary
application. s if to underscore our observations, the FCC
OTHER ACTIONS
has fined an M station for some morning show discussions
but not other Specifically, a Northwest station got spanked In other, more mundane, cases,the Commission:
$ nicked a Texas FM licensee $3,000 for failure to registo the tune of a $14,000 fine for indecent broadcasts. But the
decision leav s the area of indecency just as gray and unpreter the station's tower;
$ whacked a Boston-area FM licensee for $21,500 for a
dictable as bd:fore.
laundry list of technical violations (i.e., failure to have
The FCC rec~ived a complaint about three consecutive mornoperational EAS equipment, failure to establish a tolling radio bro*dcasts. The FCC decided that the fIrst and third
free number in the community of license, failure to esdays' broadc~stswere offensive, but the second day's broadtablish monitoring procedures to assure compliance with
cast was not. The broadcastsat issue included discussions of
operating power limits, failure to maintain a station log,
sexual fantasies and masturbation ~s well as exten.ded~onverfailure to maintain a public file); and
sation about Whether males could lIft or pull certaIn objects
$ banged a tower owner for $20,000 for "failure to exhibit
with their geditalia. The FCC determined that the discussions
the required medium intensity obstruction lighting".
of sexual fan.asies and masturbation were not offensive. In
contrast, the fCC decided that the discussion as to whether
If you have any questions about any of these decisions or the
the male anatpmy could mov~ objects (such as !V's) was ob- FCC rules underlying them, please contact ~heFHH attorney
jectionable a~d fIned the st~tIon $14,000. The Indecency
with whom you normally work, or R. J. QuIanzon at 703-812standard conilnues to surprIse.
0424 or quianzon@fhhlaw .com.
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ESTATE

PLANNING

UNCERTAINTIES

A

s was well-documented last year
by the business press, President
Bush signed mto law, on June 7,2001,
~Growth and Tax Relief
the ECOnOmiC
Reconciliatio

Act of2001

IN THE

MILLENNI;;:-l

ABOUND
UNDER THE 2001 TAX ACT
By: Donald
B.Reynolds,
Jr.
Estate and Gift Taxes
The 2001 Act repeals the estate tax for
decedentsdying after 2009, but the Act
does not repeal the gift tax. In addition

President for defense and other pro-

to eliminating the estatetax, the 2001
Act gradually reduces the highest
marginal estate and gift tax rate from
55% to 45% and, following the repeal of the estatetax in 2010, the gift
tax rate will drop to 35%. In retaining the gift tax, Congress acted, in
part, out of a concern that a gift tax
is necessaryto prevent a large-scale
erosion of the income tax base,
which presumably would occur if
parents were not constrained from
making lifetime transfers of income- !
producing assetsto their children,
who oftentimes will be subject to
income tax at lower rates.

Act"), which dopted a series offundamental chang~sin the estate and gift tax
system. Althqugh some media accounts
touted the 20dl Act as "repealing" the
estatetax, tho~e accounts were misleading, given tha~the repeal of the estate
tax is effectivt for a one-year period
beginning on January 1,2010 and is
then subject t a "sunset" provision on
December 3 ,2010. As a result of the
sunset provisi n, the estatetax, as it existed in 2001, is currently scheduled to
become law a ain on January 1, 2011.

"Taxpayers with accumulated wealth would be

!

well-advised

to consult

with a tax advisor

and

evaluate the effect, on
their estate plans, of the
changes enacted in the
2001 Act. "

I

ti on to the ba~ic problems created by the
one-year rep I of the tax, many estate
planners anti ipated that the reforms included in the 001 Act would themselves
be revisited b the President and the
Congress dur ng the decade leading up to
January 1,2 10-- the effective date of
the estatetax~ epeal. In fact, on February 4, 2002, ess than a year after the
enactment of he 2001 Act President
Bush submitt d a budget t~ Congress for
fiscal year 2 3 which includes a proposal to repe*1 the "sunset" provision in
the 2001 Actland make the repeal of the

NEW

estatetax permanent.
Given the large deficits that are built-in
to the FY 2003 budget as a result of the
new spending initiatives proposed by the

(the "2001

The uncertai~y over the ultimate status
of
the estatefot
t"' estate
has created
obvious
difficulties
planners.
In addi-

February, 2002
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grams, It appearsthat the proposal to
make the repeal of the estatetax permanent will not receive serious attention
this year, and it seemslikely that the
rules enacted in the 2001 Act will remain
in place for at least another year. Thus,
tax advisors will have to continue to
cope ~ith signi~can.tuncertainties in
plannln~ for their clients who seek to
passtheir wealth to future generations.
Some of the most important.provisions
of the 2001 Act are summarized below.

Cumulative Transfers Sheltered under Prior Law

Gift Tax Exemption
under the Act

Under prior law, the applicable
credit amount (sometimes called the
"unified credit") for estate and gift tax
purposes was scheduled to increase
gradually until the cumulative transfers
that could be sheltered from estate and
gift taxation using the credit reached
$1,000,000 in 2006. The Act replaces
that credit with an "exemption amount"
for estate and gift tax purposes. The exemption amount is $1,000,000 for both
estate a?d gift tax purposes in 2002. As
shown In the table below, different exemption amounts are provided for the
estatetax and gift tax for later years:

Estate Tax Exemption
I

under

th~t
N/A

$

675,000

N/A

$

700,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$

850,000

$1,000,000

$1,500,000

$

950,000

$1,000,000

$1,500,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$2,000,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$3,500,000

$1,000,000

N/ A due to repeal

I ~2-03

$1,000,000

I
i

Februpry.
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Carryover
Basis Rules for
Income Tax Purposes
Under established estateand gift tax
princwles, a taxpayer's basis in property received by a gift
made,during the donor's lifetime is equal to the lesser of
~ market value of the property on the date of the
the t1
gift, r its basis in the hands of the donor, Le., in general,
the p perty takes a "carryover" basis. In contrast, under
the hi torical estatetax system, property received by bequest r inheritance from a decedent is generally
"step~ed-up" to its fair market value. This step-up in basis at death eliminates the recognition of income on the
sale rirthe property by the beneficiary to the extent of any
gain ~ttributable to the period prior to the decedent's
death~
Upon full repeal of the estate tax in 2010 (and continuing
until' sunset" in 20 11), the current system will be replace with a carryover basis system in which assetsretain t e basis inherited from the decedent. A decedent's
estate will, however, be allowed to increasethe basis of
asset passing from the decedent in the aggregateamount
of$1 00,000, plus the amount, ifany, of the decedent's
built- n losses and unused loss carryover5. The decedent's
execu~ormay allocate the $1,300,000 among assets
owne~ by the decedent at death. An additional
$3,00b,000 exemption may be allocated to qualified marital de~uction property inherited from a spouse,either outright ~r in a qualified trust, which brings the total step-up
amou~t available to a surviving spouseto $4,300,000. In
view ~fthese changes, it will be imperative for taxpayers
to ketip accurate records of the income tax basis of their
assets,

to Clients
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estate pays no estate tax (because the $1,000,000 value of
the asset falls within the exemption amount) and, upon
receiving the asset from the estate, the heirs' may sell the
asset for its $1,000,000 value without incurring any income tax liability because the basis in the asset will increase to $1,000,000 under the basis step-up rule. In contrast, under the carryover basis regime that accompanies
the repeal of the estate tax, the heirs will realize a taxable
gain of$900,000, if they sell the asset after receiving it
from the estate.
A carryover basis rule has particularly serious potential
consequences for assets that are depreciated or amortized
during a taxpayer's lifetime. An FCC broadcast license is
an example of such an asset and, under current law, is
generally subject to amortization over a 15-year period.
Although the taxpayer enjoys the benefit of the amortization deductions during his lifetime (since the deductions
presumably shelter income from taxation), the deductions
also reduce the basis of the asset and, under a carryover
basis rule, increase the amount of taxable gain that the
heirs will realize upon selling the asset after the taxpayer's
death.
As noted above, the estate tax repeal and the imposition of
a carryover basis rule will not become effective until 20 10
and then, under current law, are scheduled to sunset a year
later. When the potential for additional legislative
changes over the next few years is added to the mix, the
difficulties that taxpayers now face in creating an optimal
estate plan become readily apparent. Nonetheless, taxpayers with accumulated wealth woold be well-advised to
consult with a tax advisor and evaluate the effect on their
estate plans of the changes enacted in the 2001 Act.

The iqtroduction of a carryover basis regime also demonstrate! that the repeal of the estate tax can result in addi-

Dona/d B. Reyno/ds,Jr.. haspracticed /aw with Si/verstein and
tional burdens for certain taxpayers. For example, conMu//ens in ff'ashington. D.C. since 1979, and specia/izesin tax and
sider he simple case in which a decedent dies owning a
businessp/anningfor c/ose/yhe/d businessesand their owners.
singl~ appreciated asset that is worth $1,000,000 and has Si/versteinand Mu//ens llas served as specia/ tax counse/for over a
a basi~ of$IOO,OOO. Under the current rules providing for decadeto F/etcher, Hea/d & Hi/dreth.
I
a step-up in basis, the taxpayer's
Frank Jazzo and Ali Shapiro will be attending the Satellite 2002 Conference at the Washington Convention Center on March 6-8, 2002.

FI1l1On
,
i

~

the
On

Go,
the

Job

Frank Jazzo, along with Bobby Baker, Head of the FCC's Office of
Political Programming, will lead a "Crash Course on Political Advertising" at the Louisiana Association of Broadcasters' Annual Convention at the Hotel Bentley in Alexandria, Louisiana, on Saturday, March
23,2002, from 9:00 a.m. -12 Noon.

Cong~atulations to Milch Lazarus, who led the legal team that obtained recent FCC approval of Ultra Wide Band
(UW$) service. This new technology, which operates at very low frequencies on a rapid pulse basis, has applications
for c~munications,
construction/designing
and public safety uses.
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IBack to Ithe Future ???
~yola
Enforcement

I

May

Congressional

A

ccording to a letter from Congressmen John Conyers (D.
Michig~) to the Chairman of the
House JUdiciary Committee, Congress should investigate allegations
ofpayoJa from record
companies to "radio conglomer~es". Conyers
chargesithat stations are
trying to circumvent the
law through gifts, travel
and other pay-offs. And
he says the problem is
worse due to recent radio
consoli4ations. The Congressman
wants a Ihearing.

Be On

the

February,

Come-back

2002

Trail

Committee Chair Urges Investigation
By: HowardM. Weiss

and relationships with record promoters. They should also be required to execute affidavits on at
This may be yet another false alarm, least an annual basis that create a
part of a long history of such cries
paper trail that demonstrates that
;
you have exercised due diligence
c"
M~~
as a licensee. Keep in mind that
{/ ;:: O ,"
violations of the payola law are

Conyers is pushing for such enforcement.

V

~

I federal criminal violations,

t'/
k"",
c~

rying with them penalties like
fines and even incarceration.

for action that have gone nowhere in
the recent past. Nevertheless, it
would still be a good idea for you
The not~onof'~payola" conjures up and your managersto refresh your
images pf Alan Freed and the early understanding of Sections 317 and
508 of the Communications Act and
days of~ock 'n' roll, some fifty
the fCC's rules implementing them.
years ago. But the fact is that the
payola laws enacted then are still on Programming managersand staff
should be given a memorandum dethe books, alive and kicking -and
tailing
the do's and don'ts of music
that mejns that they can be enselection,
gifts, outside employment
forced. Certainly Representative

Political
How

car-

We can assist you in this important task. We have available a
model memo, as well as copies of
FCC orders and notices on the subject and a model payola affidavit
which may be tailored to your operation. If you need help, contact
the FHH attorney with whom you
normally work or Howard Weiss at
(703) 812-0414 or weiss@fuhlaw.
corn.

Broadcasting

-,..

Reasonable
is Reasonable?
By:Liliana
E.fVard

preceding a general or special election, including spot
and program time and during prime time. Whether acbroadcaster's
fancy turns to thoughts cess must be afforded before a convention or nonprimary caucus will be determined by the Commission
of. ..I!olitical advertising??? Yes, like it or not, the
political primary seasonis fast approaching. As candi- on a case-by-case basis. Generally, however, the FCC
is likely to hold that a federal candidate is the best
dates prepare for the whirlwind election season,so
judge
as to when the candidate should start his or her
must st!itions prepare for the influx of requests from
campaign
and the candidate's first request for time
politic~1 campaigns for broadcast time. The FCC's pomust
be
honored
if it is not, on its face, unreasonable.
litical ~roadcasting rules govern a wide range of inters

pring-

when a

actions!between the station and candidates. They include ~ number of specific guidelines for the treatment
of political spots, particularly with respect to rates and
scheduling. Violations of the rules can carry fines up
of to $~5,OOOfor each violation.
One o~the central tenets of the political broadcasting
rules i$ the obligation of commercial broadcastersto
provid~ federal candidates "reasonable access" to their
faciliti,s. Reasonableaccessmust be provided at least
during Ithe 45 days preceding a primary and the 60 days

To satisfy the reasonable access requirement, broadcast
stations must consider access requests on "an individualized basis." In other words, a broadcaster cannot
simply decide to set aside a block of time between 2:00
and 4:00 pm, daily, for political candidates and program around it. Instead, the broadcaster must consider
and accommodate, as much as reasonably possible, a
candidate's stated purpose in seeking air time and make
available various lengths, classes and periods of time.
(Continuedonpage 9)

Febru4ry,
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Out-Renewals

Are
Closer
Than
You
By: AnneGoodwinCrump

A

11good things must end sometime, and that in(:Iudes license terms. While the license renewal
cycle may seem to be a long ways away, it is actually
just arOundthe comer. The next license renewal cycle
will begin April I, 2003, with preparations for license
renewals for the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, ~nd West Virginia. ~Th7 deadline for filing DCI
MDN A/WV renewal applIcatIons
is actually June I, but the prefiling preparations, including the
broadc~st ofpre-filing announcements, Icranks up two months before.) The television license renewal process will begin a year
later.
Since the beginning of the cycle is
just over a year away, now is the
time tq begin making preparations for the renewal
proces*. While the Commission has deregulated and
streamlined license renewals significantly over past
years, .hese changes focus more attention on the regulationswhich are left. Further, while the yes/no questions a.'out matters such as the public file appear quite
simple, care must be taken that the answers given are
correctl.
Accordingly,
manag~rs

files

to!

Page

9

dy drum beat, getting louder. ..
Look

I

to Clients

check at

make

sure

this
their

time,
stations'we

that

they

are

recommend
local
public

complete

that
inspection
station

and

up-to-

(Continuedfrompage8)
A broadcaster may not use a denial
of reasonable access as a means to
censor or otherwise exercise control over the content of political
material.

In det~ining how much accessis "reasonable", the
broadcaster may give weight to such factors as the
amount of time previously sold to the candidate, the
disruptive impact on regular programming, and the
likelihood of requests for time by rival candidates.
Candidates are not entitled to a particular placement of
their pplitical announcementsin a station's broadcast
sched~le. A broadcaster can refuse to sell spot time
within Inews programming to candidates, but a station
may 1l~t impose a flat ban on the sale of any particular
non-n~ws time period. To justify a denial of access,a
broadqastermust be able to demonstrate a realistic danger of ~ubstantial program disruption, perhaps caused
by ins~fficient notice to pennit schedule adjustments or
an exc~ssive number of equal opportunity requests.

Think!

date. Stations should ensure that basic documents such
as licenses and information as to signal contours and
main studio location are in the public file, as well as
other required documents. All stations should be particularly aware of requirements relating to political
broadcasting, and television stations should pay especially close attention to ~equir,ementswith ~egardto
chIldren s programmIng.
Another, related matter is quarterly issues/programslists which
each radio and television station
must prepare and place in the public inspection file. Those reports
! should list at least five issues of
importance in their communities
provide a description of the
programs aired by the station
which have provided significant treatment of those issues. The information in the report should include, at a
minimum, the title, time, date and duration of each issue-responsiveprogram, together with a brief description of that program.
,

-and

If you would like any assistancewith these matters,
please contact either the FHH attorney with whom you
normally work or Anne Goodwin Crump at 703-8120400 or crum~@fuhlaw .corn. The firm also has available, for a small fee, a Record KeepiniChecklist for
both radio and television stations.
It is important to note that, since the last major election
cycle, Congress has relieved non-commercial educational broadcast stations of the obligation to provide
"reasonable access". While NCE stations were subject
to that requirement, legislation enacted in December,
2000 removed that burden from them.

Once a station has opened its doors, and schedule, to
political advertisers, other rules and policies come into
play, including, among others, the "lowest unit rate"
rule and the obligation to maintain a complete and current file in the station's local public inspection file relating to requests for political time. We will address
such other aspectsof the political rules in future issues
of the Memorandum to Clients.
If you have any questions concerning compliance with
the political broadcasting rules, or would like to purchasea copy of our political broadcasting primer,
please contact the FHH attorney with whom you normally work or contact Liliana E. Ward at (703) 8120432 or ward@fhhlaw.com.
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$500,000,000
inprojectedleasing
fees
Budget
Proposed
At Spectrum
Who

Remain

By White

Fee For Analog
On

House
TV

Channels
52-69
By:R.J Quianzon

B

argaining has begun anew in Washington. The
President's release of the fiscal year 2003 budget
has kicked-offthe annual calculator-poking, crystal
ball-gazing ritual in which the FCC and other interested
observers try to divine what impact the proposed
budget might have on them. And if you're a television
licensee currently operating, analog, on Channel 52-69,
the future impact could be substantial.

February,

2002

Hints

Licensees
After

2006

television channels 52 -69, is predicted to raise more
than $25 billion for taxpayers during the next five
years. So the ready availability of that spectrum for
auction, and the government's ability to assure delivery
of clear spectrum to the buyer, are matters of no small
importance to the budgetary process.

Thus, the government's ability to effectively auction off the 52-69 spectrum hinges to a great degree on its
The President's budget proposes
ability to clear that spectrum of its cur$278 million to fund the FCC in fisrent users. Much as the sale of a house
caI200~, a 14% increase over last
may be complicated, and less profitable, if somebody else is already living
year. Anticipated revenues from
in it and not planning to move, so too
regulat~ry fees are projected to increaseto $250,000,000, a 10% inthe sale of the 52-69 spectrum is likely
to be far more problematic, and less
crease from 2002.
profitable, if it is still occupied by analog TV broadcasterswhen the new
However, perhaps the most interestbuyers want to move in. And what beting element of this year's budget is
ter way to encourage the current tenthe dollar figure which the government amticipatesreceiving from leasing certain portions ants to get a move on than by upping what it will cost
them to stay put? Hence, apparently, the plan to start
of the airwavescollecting rent -with anticipated aggregate collections
.", By now we are fam1ilar with the notIon of spectrum
of some $500,000,000 -from hold-over analog broadauctions, and the sizable dollars which such auctions
casterson Channels 52-69 starting in 2007.
are able to generate for the federal government through
the salt of spectrum. But the proposed budget provides
for $500,000,000 in spectrum leasing fees (as opposed
to spectrum auction proceeds) projected to be collected
starting in 2007. Although the details of this proposed
spectrum fee or "user fee" are still vague, it appears
that a primary source of those leasing fees would be
television broadcasters transmitting analog signals on
Channels 52-69 in 2007 and thereafter.
In other words, it looks like the President may be planning to have the FCC charge rent for analog TV operations 00 Channels 52-69 starting in 2007.

There is no real mystery about why the government
might want to become a rent-charging landlord. For
years 1Ihegovernment has assumed,rightly or wrongly,
that it \vould be able to auction off the Channe152-69
once the conversion to D TV and the resulting clearing
out of that portion of the current TV band were completedl The projected completion date for that process
is 2006. Meanwhile, the auction of spectrum, including

Readersare cautioned that the terms of any spectrum
licensing fee are not at all clear. Further, the budget is
merely a proposal and almost certainly will be significantly amended before passageby the Congress and
signature of the President. The final budget will likely
be considerably different from the President's proposal.
In other words, we have a long way to go, and the end
result may not resemble in any way the current proposal. But to the extent that the President's proposal
may afford some insight into the government's longrange plans, potentially affected parties may wish to
take note.
Questions regarding the budgeting process, federal receipts from auctions and proposed spectrum leasing
fees may be directed to the FHH attorney with whom
you normally work or R. J. Quianzon at (703) 8120424 or quianzon@thhlaw.

---
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Royalty

Transmissions

j H
,

ot off the presses. The Copyright
Office has issued the following
grid of oyalty rates for statutory licenses covering
internet transmissions. This was released at press time.
A more detailed analysis of these rates and what they

TyPE OF SERVICE

(a)

(b)
(a)
COmm

~

Announced

mean for broadcasterswill appear in next month's
Memo to Clients. In the meantime, if you have questions, contact the FHH attorney with whom you normally work, or Alison J. Shapiro at
(703) 812-0478 or shapiro@thhlaw.com.
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(Con/in edfrom poge 5)
As a p actical matter, none of these
altem ives is likely to be palatable
to eve one. The first suggestion
will 9 down especially hard for
NCE
tities, who may feel that
they a being excluded from a large
portio of the broadcast spectrum to
which hey have historically always
enjoy
access. The third suggestion (i. ., setting aside more channels e clusively for non-commercial
operat on) will go down especially
hard ti r commercial broadcasters,
who
ay not like the idea of losing
spect m to the NCE folks. And

probably nobody is going to like the
second suggestion, since commercial interests will probably be reluctant to cede any of their spectrum,
while NCE interests will probably
view as undesirable any spectrum
which might be made available.
While the Commission is obviously
trying to come up with some workable solution, it is not at all clear that
there is any such solution. Perhaps
this problem can be resolved only
with the help of Congress,which
could provide guidance about how it
expects the FCC to implement the

1997 Act.
In any event, the Commission has
invited comments on the three proposals listed above, as well as any
other ideas anybody might have to
addressthe court's concerns. As of
this writing the deadline for comments and reply comments has not
yet been announced. If you would
like to submit comments or reply
comments, please contact the FHH
attorney with whom you normally
work or Harry F. Cole at 703-8120483 or cole@fhhlaw .corn.
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Februarr 17-March I, 2002
D TV Ext
requiring
tion of co
quest on
forts to
deadline

nsions of Time -Any commercial television station
n extension of time beyond May 1,2002, for complestruction of its D TV facilities must file an extension reCC Form 337, which will detail the station's good faith efet the deadline and the reasonswhy it will be impossible for the
be met.

~.-

April lq,2002
Children~

Television Programming Reports -For all commercial television and
Class A t levis ion stations, the reports on FCC Form 398 must be filed electronically wit the Commission, and a copy must be placed in each station's local public
inspectio file.

-

/

v
Aprill~,

2002

E EO co ~ ments -The comment deadline in the rule making proceeding concerning possible revisions to the Commission' s
equal em loyrnent opportunity
to May 1 .

rules has been extended to April

15. The deadline for reply comments has been extended

May 1, ~OO2

t

D TV con ruction -Commercial television licensees are required to have constructed their D TV facilities by May 1, 2002,
unless the have obtained an extension of the construction deadline prior to that date. As indicated above, applications for
extension are due by March 1, 2002.

retained to
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that claim
evidence.
had indica
"wait-andownership
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national o
the public
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(ContinuedfrompageI)
I sary in the public
interest. The commission had
claimed that the
rule needed to be
preserve competition and
ut the Court concluded that
as not supported by any
nd while the Commission
d that it preferred to take a
ee" approach to national
aps, and particularly to asct of the relaxation of local
wnership caps on competiersity, the Court held that
ssion had in fact "adduced
valid reason to believe [the
nership cap] is necessary in
nterest, either to safeguard
or to enhance diversity."

The Court Iso noted that the Commission never othered to explain why the
conclusion that it had reached in 1984 i.e., that th national ownership cap
could be r ealed in its entirety -could
or should e ignored now. The Com-

mission merely tried to argue that its
1984 ruling was "irrelevant" once Congress rejected that ruling in 1984. The
Court wasn't buying that, however,
pointing out that the reasoning of the
FCC's 1984 decision stood
"unrebutted".

ownership rule is history, and while the
35% audience-reach cap is still in place,
its future is certainly
clouded after the
,
Court's decisiol\. But bear in mind that
the Commission may seek review of the
Court's decision by the Supreme Court,
which could keep the final resolution of
these questions in limbo for months if
As to the cable/broadcastcrossnot longer. And the Commission still
ownership rule, the Court similarly held gets a crack during its remand considthat the FCC had failed to support its
eration of the national ownership cap to
conclusion that competition and divertry to justify it (although, given the
sity would suffer without the rule.
pummeling the Court gave the Commission's reasoning in this go-around, it
At the bottom line, the Court treated the would not be surprising if the Commistwo rules differently. As to the cable/
sion were simply to run up the white
broadcast cross-ownership rule, the
flag and repeal the cap).
Court ordered the Commission to
"vacate", or repeal, the rule right away. If you have any questions about this
As to the national television ownership decision or its possible effect on your
cap, however, the Court simply ordered interests, please call the FHH attorney
the Commission to review the record
with whom you normally work or Harry
again and issue a further decision conF. Cole at 703-812-0483 or
cerning the continued vitality of the cap. cole@thhlaw .corn.
In the meantime, the 35% audiencereach cap remains in place.
So to recap, the cable/broadcastcross-

